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iso clone desktop image download blockbuster a game i want to download m.The present invention is directed to

the art of drilling and completing wells. More particularly, the present invention is directed to an improved system
for setting packers within a well bore, and methods of using same, wherein the present system includes a plurality

of setting tools in a single sub. More specifically, the present system includes an improved setting tool that includes
a more reliable and less complicated structure and a more reliable and less complicated actuating mechanism. A
technique for setting a wireline retrievable packer is set forth in U.S. Pat. No. 4,512,605, the entire disclosure of
which is incorporated herein by reference. That technique uses a drop bar type mechanism that includes a cable
that is pulled downwardly on the drill string, such that the packer is set as the sub is being pulled from the drill

string. A setting tool that utilizes the technique is called a micro-drop setting tool. In those instances where the sub
containing the setting tool is run to a depth above the location of the packer, a temporary isolation plug is forced

into the setting tool, and the setting tool is run downwardly to set the packer. When the packer is set, the temporary
isolation plug is pulled from the setting tool, and the drill string is re-run with the sub having the isolation plug and
the setting tool removed. The drill string is then pulled, and the new string is inserted into the sub such that the new

string is positioned below the packer. The sub with the new string is then run to the desired depth, and the sub is
again pulled out, leaving the new string in the well. At this time, an isolator is pulled from the new string, and a
conventional wireline retrievable packer is set. The drill string is then run into the well. The drill string is again

pulled out, but the micro-drop setting tool is run back into the well. The temporary isolation plug is dropped into
the setting tool, and the setting tool is run into the well such that the packer is again set. With this technique, the

drill string is pulled twice to set the packer. That is not necessary, and it provides a time consuming and
complicated procedure. The present invention is directed to a system for setting a packer in a well using a single
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